How to extend the use of grid-based interaction energy maps from chemistry to biotopics.
Many computational tools routinely used in chemistry could successfully be applied to the biosciences since protein-protein and protein-ligand interactions are governed by the laws of chemistry. This paper shows that it is possible to extend the use of existing computational tools from their traditional application field (e.g. chemistry) to culturally-related research areas by the implementation of simple but well-designed utilities. In particular, a computational strategy obtained by combining GRID (the program originally designed by Peter Goodford, and now distributed by Molecular Discovery Ltd.) and BIOCUBE4mf (an application freely available at www.casmedchem.unito.it) was used to a) characterize the surface properties of the cavity of the Bacillus anthracis protective antigen heptameric prepore; b) suggest how to design mutagenesis experiments; c) quantitatively show the selectivity of the KvAP channel for K(+) over Na(+) ions and d) rationalize the pharmacokinetic behavior of 1,4-DHP third-generation drugs.